What big teeth
you have!

Looking at
dinosaurs
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cientists can learn a lot from
dinosaur footprints—whether
the dino walked on two legs or
four, how fast it moved, its size,
and more. But no one has ever
found a dinosaur standing in its
tracks, so we can’t be completely
sure exactly which kind of dinosaur
left a particular set of prints.
Can you tell who made these
tracks? Turn to page 34 to see.
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Click, where are
you and Cece
heading?

We’re dinosaur hunters.
We’re going to dig for
dinosaur bones.

Can I help?
Can I help?

Sure!
Sure!

Do you think
this is a good
place to dig?

According to this
map we found,
there is a bone
buried right here.
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I hit
something!

A dinosaur
bone?

Hey, I’ve
been looking
everywhere
for that.

No, just a
toy car.

We’ve found a lot of
stuff. Do you still think
we’re going to find a
dinosaur bone?
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According to
this map, it
should be here.

LATER
I bet it belongs to
a Stegosaurus.

Or maybe
a T. rex.

EUREKA!
We found it!
I don’t know.
This bone is
small. Aren’t
dinosaurs big?
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CLOO!
CLOO!

So you
think you found a
dinosaur bone.

Click does,
but I think it’s
too small.

Hey, let’s
ask Cloo.

Check out
my screen.

Sauropods could be
100 feet long and
weigh 75 tons.
Microraptors were 3 feet
long and weighed
less than 4 pounds.

See! Dinosaurs
were all
different sizes.

Jane, you
weigh more than
a Microraptor!
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But I don’t
think this is a
dinosaur bone.

If this bone
doesn’t belong
to a dinosaur,
who does it
belong to?

My bone!
Thanks, guys!

When I lost my
map, I thought
I’d never see
that bone again.

Hey, Click and
CeCe, now where
are you going?

To the
museum. We
want to see some
real dinosaur
bones.
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Dino Defenses
by Elizabeth Preston

N

ot all dinosaurs were big, scary hunters. Some
were gentle giants, and some were just trying
not to get eaten. How did they protect themselves?

Horns

These horns
could have kept the
dinosaurs safe from
hungry hunters. But
they might have just
been for showing off
or saying “I’m the
boss.” No one knows
for sure.
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You wouldn’t want
to battle a dinosaur
like Triceratops or
Torosaurus. They had big
horns coming right out of the
middle of their faces.

Suits of Armor
Some dinosaurs wore built-in armor
to stay safe. Nodosaurus had a back
covered in bony plates and knobs.
Sauropelta had spikes all over its
bony armor. Good luck taking a bite out
of this dinosaur!
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Dangerous Tails

Ankylosaurus
had thick armor for
protection. But it also
had a bony club at the
end of its tail. It could
probably swing its
tail to hit and hurt
its enemies.

Stegosaurus had
bony spikes on the tip of
its tail. Scientists are
pretty sure it used its
tail like a weapon,
at least sometimes. But the spikes
might have been for decoration too.
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Safety in Numbers
Some dinosaurs got protection from
running with a pack. Plant-eating
dinos such as sauropods traveled
together in big herds. Today, scientists
can see the footprints those dinosaur
crowds left behind.

We use the
buddy system
too!
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Can You Do Dino?
art by Sarah Beise

If you were a Tyrannosaurus rex . . .

You’d have teeth the size
of bananas and a jaw
strong enough to crush
bones in one bite.
You’d use your
mighty tail to
balance your big,
heavy head.

Your short, two-fingered arms could not
reach very far—not even to your mouth!
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You’d walk on two
huge, powerful
back legs.

If you were a Stegosaurus . . .

You’d walk on four legs, but your
back legs would be much, much
longer than your front legs, so
you’d need to walk slowly.

You’d be famous for the
giant pointy plates on your
back. But no one today
knows why you had them.

You’d eat only plants and
lots of them—hundreds
of pounds each day.

You’d have cheeks
(most dinosaurs didn’t)
that could hold food
while you chewed.
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If you were an Argentinosaurus . . .

You’d be one of the largest animals
who ever lived, weighing more
than 12 African elephants.

Your long neck
would let you eat
from treetops or
munch a meadow
full of plants without
ever taking a step.
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You’d slowly plod along
on four giant legs. You
probably couldn’t run or
climb, but you could cross
a bedroom in one step.

If you were an Oviraptor . . .
You’d have a strong beak with no
teeth. Scientists once thought you
cracked eggs with it, but now they
think you might have used it to
open clam shells.

You would have feathers.
You couldn’t fly, but you
might have shaken your tail
feathers to charm a mate.

You could run fast on your
long, sturdy back legs.

You would take good care
of your eggs and nest.

Which
dinosaur
do you want
to be?
15

How to Find

A FOSSIL
art by Kayla Harren

H

I’m not quite at
their level, but I’ve
learned a lot. Here
are my top tips for
hunting fossils.
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i, my name’s Tray, and I find fossils. It’s
a job that runs in my family. In fact, I’m
named after a relative who found some pretty
famous fossils nearly 200 years ago. He worked
with a fossil hunter named Mary Anning.
Mary found her first important fossil when she
was only 11 or 12 years old, and she grew up
to be one of the world’s first fossil experts.

Pick a
good place.
Most fossils are found in a type of rock
called sedimentary rock. Sedimentary
rock forms when layers of dirt, sand,
and other small bits get squished under
more layers. After millions of years, the
squished layers—and sometimes plants
or animals trapped in them—stick
together and become rock. Older layers
are on the bottom and newer layers on
top, so it helps to look in places where
wind or water have worn away some
rock. You might not even need to dig.
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Wake up early.
It can be too hot to
work in the afternoon
and too dark at night,
so don’t waste the
morning sleeping.

Bring supplies.
Tools help, but
finding fossils
can take a long
time, so bring
plenty of water
and snacks too.

ma gni fyin g gla ss

bru she s

roc k ham me r

firs t aid kit

sun scr een
toi let pap er for wra ppi ng
fos sils (an d oth er use s!)
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Look for
differences.
Keep your eyes peeled for
rocks that look different
from their surroundings.
Fossils usually have a
different shape, color,
or texture from regular
rocks and dirt.

Can you spot
anything
different?

Lick it!
How can you tell if your
discovery is really a fossil? It
takes practice and training
to know exactly what you’ve
found, but there’s a simple test
fossil hunters use to tell fossil
bones from plain old rock. Lick
it! Fossil bones look spongy
inside, and when you lick one,
it will stick to your tongue!

Don’t forget to keep a
record of where and when
you find something. Be
careful, and have fun!
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bell = beautiful

What’s in a Name?
Corythosaurus, Deinonychus, Brachiosaurus—
dinosaur names can be a mouthful. Where do
they come from? Who gets to pick them?
The person who finds or first describes a
new kind of dinosaur usually gets to name it.

Albertosaurus is named after the
province of Alberta in Canada,
where it was discovered.

Some dinosaurs are named
after a person.

caudo = tail

oxy = sharp

Sometimes the name comes
from the place where the
fossil was found.
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The scientists who showed
that Wendiceratops was a
new type of dinosaur chose
the name to honor the fossil
hunter Wendy Sloboda.

cephalo = head

crispus = curly

lepto = thin

drac = dragon

The word dinosaur itself was created in 1841 from the
Greek words deinos, which means terrible, and sauros,
which means lizard. We know now that dinosaurs
aren’t lizards, but the name stuck, and sauros or saurus
still gets used in new names today.

mega = huge

But most dinosaur names combine Latin or Greek words
to describe how the dinosaur looked or acted—even if
we find out later that the description is wrong!

Corythosaurus means
helmet lizard.
Brachiosaurus means arm lizard
(because its arms are much
longer than its back legs).

micro = small

Deinonychus means
terrible claw.

dont = tooth

Can you dream up your own
brand-new dinosaur and name it?
You can use the Greek and Latin
words listed around these pages,
or come up with your own ideas.
cera = horn

venator = hunter

I’m calling mine
Clickosaurus.
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Penny’s
Pet
Peeves
Hi, I’m Penny, and as you might guess,
I love dinosaurs. What I don’t love are the
goofy ideas some people have about us.
Now I know that scientists haven’t figured
out all our secrets—and I’m not giving
any away!—but they have learned these.
Not all dinosaurs were big. Sure,
Diplodocus, Barosaurus, and their
long-necked buddies stretched farther
than two or even three school buses.
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We didn’t all live in toasty swamps and
jungles. Timimus, who was about as tall as
a man, and little Leaellynasaura lived near
what is now the South Pole. Winters there
were long, dark, and cold.

But dinosaurs
came in all sizes.
Compsognathus was
not much bigger
than a chicken.
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Dinosaurs ruled the world for
more than 150 million years.
But we didn’t all live at the
same time. If you see a picture
of Tyrannosaurus fighting
Stegosaurus or Apatosaurus,
yell “Wrong!”

Wrong!

The last Stegosaurus and
Apatosaurus had already
died around 80 million years
before T. rex came along.
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Not every big extinct animal was a dinosaur. If it
flew, it was probably a pterosaur, not a dinosaur.

If it lived in the ocean, it might have
been a plesiosaur, but not a dinosaur.

And if it had fur, it was
definitely not a dinosaur.
Big hairy animals like
woolly mammoths and
saber-toothed tigers
lived long after the age
of the dinosaurs.

What other hairy animals never
saw a real, live dinosaur? People!
Unless you count birds as dinos,
but I’ll save that for another story.
25

Dinosaur

Tracking!
by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld
art by Paul Meisel

E

A deer’s footprints
looked like this.
Carla’s brother’s
footprints
looked like this.
Squirrels left
footprints
like this.
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very afternoon after school, Carla loved
playing outdoors. Her dad had torn down
an old shed in the backyard last year. Now
there was a big, wonderful patch of mud
right where the shed used to be. That was
Carla’s favorite spot.
She liked to run right to the edge of the
muddy patch and bend down close to have
a look. The mud was not too wet and not
too dry. It was just right for footprints! If
she looked closely, Carla could see who had
walked through the backyard that day.

Rover’s footprints
looked like this.

Carla knew you can often tell an animal (or
a person!) by the footprints it leaves. But one
afternoon she spotted some footprints she’d never
seen in the backyard before.
They looked like this.

What kind of animal could have left those?
Carla was sure she’d seen feet like that somewhere
before. She thought and thought. And then she
remembered. She raced up to her brother’s room.
“Dan, I need to see your Tyrannosaurus rex
skeleton!” she shouted.

Dan did not share his model dinosaur
skeletons with just anyone. Especially not
with little kids. “What for?” he demanded.
“I need to see its feet,” said Carla.
That got Dan’s attention. “Meat-eating
dinosaurs do have very cool feet,” he said,
as he took his T. rex down from its shelf.
“Three long toes pointing forward. And one
smaller toe facing backward.”
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“Meat-eating! This could be trouble!” Carla raced
back downstairs. She swung around the corner into
the kitchen and bumped into her dad.
“Whoa, hold on!” he said. “Where are you going
in such a hurry?”
“There was a DINOSAUR in our backyard!”
she cried.
Carla’s dad laughed. “Yes, maybe 65 million
years ago there was.”
“No!” cried Carla. “Today. While I was at school!”
“You have a wonderful imagination,” said
Dad. “It reminds me of the story of Danny and the
Dinosaur—”
Dad was about to tell his favorite story. Again!
But Carla stopped him. “It’s not a story! I have
proof,” she said.
“Proof?” asked Dad.
“Footprints,” declared Carla. “Come see.”
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Dad peered down at the footprints in the
mud. He scratched his head. “Hmm, they look
like bird footprints. They are pretty big, though,
almost as big as your hand.”
While Dad was thinking, Dan arrived with
his T. rex model. He studied the tracks and said,
“They’re too small for a grown-up T. rex. Maybe
it was a baby.”
“Dan! Don’t tease your sister,” scolded Dad.
“Those are bird tracks of some kind.”
“Well, they sure look like dinosaur tracks to
me,” said Dan. He stuck his model’s feet in the
mud to make little T. rex tracks. “Look.”
Dad stared at the two sets of tracks. “They do
look a lot alike,” he said. “Dan, take a photo of
the big tracks with your phone. I think it’s time
for a trip to the Natural History Museum. Maybe
they can help us solve this mystery.”
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The next day, as soon as they arrived at the
museum, Carla spotted her favorite museum guide,
Ms. Perez. Carla grabbed Dan’s phone and went
right up to Ms. Perez. She showed her the photo. “I
think we might have a dinosaur in our backyard!”
Carla declared.
Ms. Perez smiled. “Wow! You sure do,” she said.
“Those are beautiful tracks!”
“See,” Carla said, giving her dad a sideways
glance.
“But aren’t dinosaurs extinct?” asked Dad.
“Well,” said Ms. Perez. “All the big dinosaurs died
out 65 million years ago, of course. But some of the
smaller ones survived. We call them birds!”
Dad looked more puzzled than ever. “So you’re
saying that birds are living dinosaurs?”
“Yes,” said Ms. Perez. “But you don’t look very
convinced. Come on, let’s go see the museum’s
new display.”
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Carla looked closely at both skeletons. “The big
bird’s feet look almost exactly the same as the
dinosaur’s!” she exclaimed. “Each foot has three long
front toes with claws and a weird, little back toe.”
“And they’re both standing on two legs, with their
legs straight underneath them—not sprawled out to
the sides, like crocodiles or lizards,” said Dan.
“Great observations,” said Ms. Perez. “All meateating dinosaurs share those traits with birds. And
they all have a simple joint that moves like a hinge
in each ankle. Anything else?”
“They’re walking on their toes,” said Carla.
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“And the bird has a long, curved neck like
the dinosaur’s too,” said Dan.
“Exactly right,” said Ms. Perez.
“Well, all the birds in our backyard have
feathers,” said Dad. “And one thing I know for
sure is that dinosaurs were scaly, like lizards.”
“A lot of dinosaurs did have feathers,” Dan
interrupted. “Probably even T. rex!”
“Right again,” said Ms. Perez. She showed
them a dinosaur fossil. “See the wispy lines
around the arms and tail? Those are feathers.”

“Wow,” said Carla.
“Wait,” said Dad. “What about teeth? Meat-eating
dinosaurs had sharp teeth, and I’m pretty sure that
birds don’t have teeth at all.”
“True,” said Ms. Perez. “But, like birds, meateating dinos laid eggs in nests and had wishbones
and flexible wrists and hollow bones and—”
Dad grinned. “OK, OK,” he said. “I’m convinced.”
“Thanks, Ms. Perez,” said Carla. “Come on, Dad,
let’s go home and see if we can find out what kind of
dinosaur we have.”
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That afternoon Carla slipped quietly out
to the backyard. She hid behind a bush.
She watched and watched and watched.
Finally, a tall bird strode slowly through
the mud. He spread out his big tail
feathers and shook them. “Gobble,
gobble, gobble,” he called.
“Oh, he’s beautiful,” thought
Carla, and she studied him happily
until he left the yard. Then she ran
inside and drew a picture to show
her dad and Dan. They helped her
find the bird in their local field
guide. “Wild Turkey,” said the
label under the photo.
Carla smiled with satisfaction
as she declared, “Our very own
wild dinosaur!”
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Whose Tracks?

I

t’s hard to know for sure which kind
of dinosaur left a particular footprint,
but most tracks can be sorted into a
few main groups. Here are three.

Sauropod tracks were made
by four-legged, plant-eating,
long-necked dinos, such as
Apatosaurus and Diplodocus.
The prints from the front
and back feet don’t match.

Ornithopod tracks were
made by plant-eating
dinosaurs, such as Iguanadon
and Parasaurolophus, who
switched between walking
on two feet or four. These
prints usually show three
rounded toes.

Answer: We think
the photo on page 2
shows ornithopod
tracks. We can’t give
a more exact answer.

Theropod tracks were made
by meat-eating, mostly
two-legged dinosaurs,
such as Tyrannosaurus and
Velociraptor. Like ornithopod
tracks, these prints have
three toes but are usually
narrower and have sharper
claw marks.

Photo acknowledgments: Cover LOOK Die Bildagentur der Fotografen GmbH/Alamy; 2 (BC) Francois Gohier/Science Source; 8 (RT) Fresnel/Shutterstock.com; 8 (LB) Walter Myers/Science Source; 9 (TC) Universal
Images Group North America LLC / DeAgostini/Alamy; 9 (BC) and 10 (RT) Catmando/Shutterstock.com; 10 (BC) and 11 (BC) Stocktrek Images, Inc./Alamy; 12 (RB) and 13 (CC) Roger Hall/Science Source; 14 (BC) Friedrich
Saurer/Alamy; 15 (TC) Jan Sovak/Media Bakery; 20 (RC) Universal Images Group North America LLC / DeAgostini/Alamy; 20 (LB) Danielle Dufault/Royal Ontario Museum; 21 (LC) Valentyna Chukhlyebova/Alamy; 21 (RC)
Friedrich Saurer/Alamy; 21 (RB) Universal Images Group North America LLC / DeAgostini/Alamy; 36 (TC) and 36–37 (spots) Science Photo Library/Alamy; 38–39 (spots) and 39 (TC) Stocktrek Images, Inc./Alamy; back cover
(CC) jhy/Shutterstock.com; back cover (RC) para/Shutterstock.com.
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How do goldfish swim?
Discover the weird ways the world works in

ASK Magazine!
®

for ages 6-9
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If you look at an X-ray of a goldfish, you might think
it had swallowed a balloon. And in a way, it has!

Is there a
balloon in
my belly?
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Dizzy Dinos
Scientists who study dinosaurs say
that building a skeleton from fossil
bones is a little like putting together
a jigsaw puzzle. Can you solve this
dinosaur puzzle?

✃

Cut out the 16 pieces along the
dashed lines, and move them
around until you see the big
picture. Careful: there are two
sides to this puzzle.
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We’ve found fossils of dinosaur
bones and teeth and even
their poop. Those tell us a lot
about how big the dinosaurs
were and what they ate.

$4.95

But we don’t know
what color they
were. All their skin
rotted away long ago.

Another guessed he
was golden brown.

Here are two
different models of
Parasaurolophus.

One artist guessed
he was red.

I’m guessing he was
colored like a rainbow.
Hey, you never know.

The World’s Most Colorful
Photographer
By John Grandits
Illustrated by Brian Floca

